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ABSTRACT
A study is presented that consider s the narra_o.

knowledge of conventional schemata for stories and the cognitive
factors which seem to he affpcting the selection and organization of
material for narration. Children ranging in age from 3 years 10
months to 7 years 0 months were asked to watch a video tape cartoon
and recount the story to a person who had not seen the cartoon. The
save procedure was followed with 10 adult university students. It was
found that both children and adults used a problem-res,lution schema
as the malor source of content selection. The children differed from
the adults in the following points: (11 they used very little
introductory matter: (2) they did not resolve all the problems and in

some cases neglected to present the problem initially: (31 younger

children included irrelevantinformation: (4) they generally did not
provide a setting for the events: (5) they used different types of
transitions- tetween episodes: (6) sometimes they reversed the order
of events: and (7) children often needed an image as a memory prompt.
Examination of the data reveals which aspects of story schemata are
being learned during a particular period, and suggests how
development of discourse skills is influenced by certain cognitive
developments. (ANH)
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their acquisition of the skills which are necessary for the

production of successful narratives. As part of my dinverta-

tion research on the development of various discourse skille

in Japaneoe, I collected stories based on the name television

videotape from 46 children in Tokyo: 2 boys and 4 girls

between the ages of 3.10 and 4.8, and 5 boys and 5 girls

within each of the following age ranges: 5.0-5.4, 5.8-6.0,

6.4-6.8 and 7.0-7.4 years. Each child was interviewed indi-

vidually at kindergarten or grade school by two young Japanese

women. As p4rt of one or two nee/alone involving other activ-

ities, each child viewed a 7 minute cartoon from the current

TV "Sazaeean" ser:.es, a traditional cartoon about family life.

After watching the videotape on color television with one

interviewer, the child was asked to tell the story to the

other interviewer, who had left the room during the 'showing.

Standard prompts were provided when necessary by the inter-

viewer who had seen the program with the child. In order to

have a reliable model of adult performance on this task for

comparison, the same procedure was followed with 5 male and

5 female university students.

Although a wide range of factors probably exerts some

influence on the structure IC the narratives produced in th

tank, in this paper I would like to consider the narrator a s

knowledge of conventional schemata for stories and the cog-

nitive factors which seemed to be affecting the selection and

organization of material for narration. In general, the

structure of the narratives produced did not BOOM different

from what might have been expected had they been in Bnglinh,

probably due to universals of memory and cognition as well

as shared or westernized features of narrative organization.

The adult narratives, while differing greatly in length

and other respects, all had certain structural features in

common, suggesting a shared schema for narrative organization.
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Nine of the ton adulto began their story
of the characters or questioned the intory
knowledge of the S trlrF4r'tere. Al]. ton then h
introduction prrnenti.ng certain background information,
namely, that eine( a character named Taeko wan oick_
toddler Ikura wri,. .sing eared for rat Jazeenan'e houee. The
natrativen then °anted a nerien of epinodee which were
bawd on nrennn the vi,lentepe Theee epiendne inell
the information II t throughout the day when !Jaannan w
habynitting for ikera, he practically tore her houoe apart
with hie miochief, enpecially opening cirr were and emptying
their contents. to the anger of :lazaonen'e younger brother
and °inter. In the last epinodes of their narratives, the
adults recounted the final oceneu or the videotape, in which
Tknra'n mother rerrerered no that he could otay at home, hie
father apologized for the mischief he had done, and it ulti-
mately emerged that Ikura, having seen his mother take medi-
cine from a drawer, had actually been °catching in the draw-
ers at Sazaesan's house for medicine for his mother. The
epieoden were usually introduced by setting© containing fixed
types of information: changes of time, place and cant of
characters, background activities during which event sequenee:-,
began, and background information such ns the goals of the
main actors. All speakers used a temporal echema for the
transition between episodes, with tne sequence of events in
the narrative usually following that in the videotape. Each
of the 10 adults ended the narration with what Labov (1972)
calls a "coda," bringing the narrator back to the world of
the speech act. In nine of the ton cases, thin included the
formula "oshimai "owari" "owatt.a" "the end" or "it ended")
or the formula "Boo yuu hanashin ("that was the story" ) , or
both.

brief'

From an adult point of view, the videotape presented a
number of themes which can ba analyzed as a neriee of problems
and their resolutions; in selecting material for narration
the adults were clearly making use of this problem- resolution
schema. With the exception of a few descriptive details or
background material used in episode settings, it was poseible
for each clause of the adult narratives to state which prob-
lem was being assumed, illustrated, left pending, or resolved
by the information given. Although greatly differing amounts
of information were verbalized by different speakers in
support of any given problem and its resolution, no adult
story contained any identifiable segments which were not
directed toward a particular problem or its resolution. It
is likely that the problem-resolution schema was an important
factor in the adults' processing of the videotape in the first
place, as well as in their recall of it for narration.
Clearly, the ability to recognize and utilize this schema
would be a tremendous help in comp-ehending and later re-
trieving and verbalizing the story.
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The childre
ttern in wayn which

tho narrolive schemata u

ivon dif_ from thin genoi-n1
;flirted IAD _ncompleto knowledge

no cnointently by the adults.

None cif the children under 5 years old gave
to the story tolling that Ikura'n mother wa

introduction
nick and that

r r at !Ing:nrinn an all thu

lt narrati'ren. Only two children in etch of the agL
groups from 5.0 to ti.ri yearn and three children el. 7.0-7.1

yearn had a otory introduction with at loact once of thnno

two pi even of informt n. None of the children tried to
introduce the characters to the interviewer Uee of a coda

increased steadily from 28.6% of the youngent group to 50)6

the 6 year eldc; however, only 20% of the 7 year olds had

a cloning formula. The children'e coder always included

either "onhimai"/"owari" ("the end ") or "owatta" ( "it ended")

the adult "coo yuu hanttnhi" the rtory'

In the children'n stories the probl -reeolution oche .-t

wan the major source of content eelection in moot canes. In

fact, some of the ehortont and most primitive narratives were,
based exclusively on thin principle, which enema to override

all other considerations ae the child leape from the statement

of one problem to ito renolution, ignoring all the material

which came in between in the videotape, as in the iollowing

narrative. Line 5 begin() a much later scene in the name room.

( ) 4.5
yrn

...ANO ne,...Ikurachan ga ne,
okuouri o knr du- o to ehita no.

...ANO nonhite ne,
zembu ne kimono ya ne,. .0yeofuku c danhichatta no.

...Katnuokun wa ne,.A 0 no, Wakamechan we ne,
,..00mbito ne,...gamu teepu o hatt oite,
...Ikurachan ga itazura ahihai yoo ni,

...shirushi o teuket oita no.

...UH you know .Ikura you know,
tried to take medicine from the dr o.

.Uff then you know,
(he) pulled out kimonos and clothes ar.d everything.

...Katsuo you know,...UH you know, Wakamo you know,

...then you know,...stuck on tape,

...so that Ikura wouldn't do mischief,

...(they) put on sign°.

There wan some tendency for the number of problem-
resolution pairs per story to increase with age. The majority

of the children at each age gave from 1 to 3 paire. One or

tw a of the children in each group under 6.0 yearn failed to

produce any complete problem-resolution pairs, and the 4

children who produced 5 ouch pairetWere all over 5.8 years.

In comparison, 3 adults produced 3-.4 problem-reoolution pairs,

and the rest had 5 or more. Presenting several different



problemr and the' ir reaolutiono cLearly putt') a greater burden
Oil mou,ory, [11n(' the n:k:rator men% 'coop t!,-'ack of all tho
probloma pronoutod and he waiting to give their roaoluti(nn
a ha rocalla Lao vidootape The ot)riee of 5J-40% ur the
childro in onch ngo rroup contained at leant one problem
which wnn nov r reaoled; a child would any, for example,
1.11,c I 1 ., olf, t -t. rn f i 111 t f7lio

got Uettor.

1, more vrovnlent and pernintent deficiency than forget-
ting to Ova rcaolutionu wan negluct!.ng to preaont the prob-
:Iowa which are reuolved in the couvue of °yenta, -.;.enult-
ing in thu one of Lninntified preouppooitionn. For example,
many ehildoen Lliroughout Lb. awo citilki± mentioned that Ikura'a
mother got better near the en4 of the otory without ha-.-ing
°aid that nhe wan elck. Thin kind of preeuppoei tion error
occurred in the mArrativee of 66.6-63. 3, of the children in
each age goup, vith no indication of any improvement in
thin ago range. Thuo in recalling material from the video-
tape for narration, it wan obviounly much more difficult to
plan aheiu and verbalize information that will be presupposed
at some later point than to recall which already preeented
protiOmn wore reealutien.

Although the problem-reeolution schema was usually the
major criterion for content selection, the children sometimes
presented information which did not contribute to any problem-
reeplution pair an the main point of an episode. From 40-
66. of the children in each group through 6.8 years pro-
duced a total of 8-12 irrelevant segments per group, ranging
in size from tingle clauses within a larger epieode to three
epieoden at a time, as in example (2) below. However, only
30% of the 7 year olds had irrelevant information in their
narratives, and each of those children had only a single
irrelevant eegment. Thus there may be an indication of some
lirogrenu at the upper and of thin age range toward the adult
utandard of content eelectiell, in which ealienee is totally
identified with thematic relevance.

An examination of the irrelevant elements in the child-
ren'e narrativen reveas that they featured two types of in-
formation. Sometimes interesting or unusual information which
bed been vieeelly foeusad by means of cleige-upe in the video-
tape was presented an the main or only point of an efiSode,
such an a snail on a leaf in the gardan in t' final ocene,
or the image of Ikuraie father who arrives loaded down with
groceries, a very unusual state for a Japanese man. In other
cases the children focused on familiar, everyday activities
from their own liven: playing, eating, sleeping, doing heuee-
hold chores. In example (2), linen 1-5, 6-7, and 8-10 are
based on three different scenes from the videotape, each of
which included relevant thematic information,, as well as



the detail/1 which this child ohoorlon to can on.

(%) n,
yrn ...nnrode...narka ANO Llazaenan no no, ...ok ga

...ANO nanka oaara tok no,...odaidokoro aratte feet no ne .

...aor ocle W,,kamehan ga ne,...odaidokoro ral kit9 no,
otetnudai nuru mono nal Cto itte no,

4aorede...nanka F'..urchan wa ne,...efuto
...00redo...ANO nop...T1<nrnhan no
...nanka...Okaimono no fukuro o no uttgote
...nanka meron toka nanka knit t< kit no

1 ni not
Kit y0ru no,
no,

...Then you know,

...then...UM UP znenan'e you know,...mother you know,

...UN was washing dishes and things the kitchen.

...Then Wakamechan you know,.. mime into the kitchen y.k. and

...Raid, "Isn't there anything (I) can do to help" you know,

...then...UH then you know,...then you know,...Lelen you know,

...then...UM Ikura yea know,...got into bed and slept y.k.,
.then...UH you knew,...ikura'a you know father at night y k.,

a_ earrying a shopping bag you know,
he had) bought moles and thing° you know.

This kind of focus on the "homey," familiar activities of the
children's own liven, as well es any unusual or interesting
denarturos from these activities, decreased the degree of
thematic cohesion in the narativee of the children as com-
pared to the adults, except the two stories in whiCt
playing and ea4,ing were made the major themes, with problems
and their resolutions being largely ignored.

In on to these various difficultieo with the
problem-reeolutidn schema of narrative°, children in this age

range also had trouble with the eetting-evente schema for
episode' structure used by the adults. From an adult point of
view, an episode setting serves to orient the listener in
time an4 space, j.roviding him with a background mental image
against which the event sequence is easier to visualize, as
well as other kinds of background information which make it

more readily comprehensible. Example (3) provide° a typical
ease of an inadequate setting for an episode.

3) 5.1 .Sorede sa,...ETO raga,
yrs ...okaasan ga naotte ea,

...Ikura...oniisan ga ea,

...dendenmushi...dendenmushi sa, z,iteuJcete sea,

...Then you know,...UM you know,
,..(his) mother got better ycu know,
...Ikura...the boy you know,
...found a snail.. .enail you know,
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There in nomo evidence f r a grcowin awe none of the
eetting-eventn nehema for epinode ntructuren lh thin ago
ran, Unly of y()Illt fl,-fl ,-hnnifn in

time or the arriva7 of a character an the netting for at
leant one ,7pinode, bat 66.6-90% of the children over 5 did

no. There wan a steady inoreane from 50-80% over the age
go in the une of at leant one place change an an opla de

netting. None of the youngest group and only 2 children
rat 5.0-5. 4 yearn had adequate settings for each unprompted
episode; however at leant 40% of the children in each group
over 5.8 yearn did have adequate settings for all unprompted
episodes. Yet the use of settings is not completely mantered
in the age range sampled; 30% of the children in the two
oldest groups still had 2 or more inadequate settings in
their stories. In this context it is important to note that
two of the adult narratives had one inadequate episode net-
ting and one adult even had 2 inadequate settings in his

story. The disregard for settings shown by children who do
usually include thin feature in probably duo in part to their
lack of attention to information other than actions and events;
for both children and adults it suggests at least a temporary
lack of concern for the listener's point of view.

Another difference between the story structures of the
children and adults was the nature of the transitions between
episodes. On oae hand, the majority of all episode transi-
tions in both the child and adult narratives, 80-87.9%, pre-
served the temporal sequence of scenes in the videotape. This
euggests a general picture of recall in which the narrator
seems to be able to "replay" the videotape before his mind's
eye, skipping some scenes, but telling the others in the order
of his "re-viewing." There was evidence that in this retriev-
al process, failures of memory tended to occur at points where
there was a change of scene in the videotape. The interviewers
used the prompt "sorede?" ("and then?") when the child paused
for a long time, but prompts providing content clues were also

necessary at certain points. From 77.7-85.7% of the content
prompts were required at scene changes among the children
through 6.8 yearn of age; this proportion increased to 100%

among the 7 year olds. Thus memory failures were most common
at points where there was a break in the background mental
image recalled from the videotape; in general, a prompt such
as "what about when they were eating cake?" was sufficient to
recall the entire sequence of events which took place in that
setting. Prompts giving only the subject, as in "what did
Ikura do then?" were somewhat acre likely to elicit further
information from the same scene rather than a new scene. It
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'St'e'ms that to gain a new start _ retrieval of the in ut,

the child usually needs to be given the image to which a
particular sequence of events in tied. The -significance of

such imagery changes for recall can be even in the adult
narrativee an well. Although no prompting was neceseary_
they often indicated verbally the Pointe at which they were
having memory problems by exprennione such as "nen datta kko"

("what wee it?"). Eight of the ten adults had such an expree-
eion at the beginning of 1-5 new epioo. 1, r-Jvualiug

cawrareneee some difficulty in retrieving the next scene

from the v deotape.

However,, the retrieval of eceneu did not aye follow

the temporal sequence of the original story; there e-

vernal° of the input sequence in both the adult and child

narratives. In the adult narrativee these reversals were
usually just a re-ordering of the various mischief scenes.
The adults eeemed to be able to retrieve scenes having a cer-
tain theme in any order. In all cases the adult reversals
were irrelevant to the plot, no that their temporal changes

did not disrupt the basic structure of the narrativee.

Although ouch unimportant and sometimes thematically
based re-orderings occurred in the children's narratives as
well, certain temporal reverealu in their stories did, from
an adult point of view, significantly change the plot. For

example, one of the common types of reversals was apparently
designed to conclude-the narrative with events that fit the

child's notion of an appropriate story ending. Some children

seemed to feel that the story should end with Sazaesan's
father arriving home,from work at the end of the day, with

the departure of
11

i.tra and his father that night, or with the

(
departure of Ikura's father after he drops in at Sazaesan'e

house the next day). The latter two scenes fit the "farewell"

schema which some/children had for the conclusions of narra-
tives. They would reverse the order of events to place these

eeenee at the end, repeat them for a finale, or simply end
the story prematurely with these scenes, ue in example (4).

(4) 4.5 ...Sorede ne,...eorede ne,
.yrs ...otooean to knete no,

...mate kite ne,
.eayonara tte,
ri.

.Therl you know,...then you know,
...(he) went home with (his) father you know,

...and (he) came again,

... Goodbye -(he said),
(the) encL

None of the oldest group had such a schema - fitting ending, but

30% of the children at 5.0-5.4 years and 10 in each of the

other age groups did.



;.iometim,s children's reversals of the videotape orde
wi;re apparently triggered by a similarity between the

mental imiLges evoked by certain scenes. For example, in the
second scene of the videotape, Ikura opens druweru in the
children's desks, and later in the sixth scene while :7,azassan'0
mother is making dinner he ovorturnn a drawer containing her
best kimono. When telling the story, one child jumped from
the dinner ±reT rirrstion hack to scene and the desk drawers

recounted that scene.despite the fact that he had already
4ioode transitions based on such imagery as ttiono
led to leaps forward in the story lino as well thio i.e

probably a factor 3.n example 1).

Temporal reversa3s were rare among the youngaet group,
although the rhild wlth the longest narl-ative had several,
and another child tried to begin his narrative with the last
scene from the videotape. 44.4-50% of the 5 year olds had
temporal reversals which were not merely insignificant re-
orderings of mischief scenes. However, only 2O of the 6 and
7 year olds had such errors. Apparently toward the upper end
of this age range the children were learning to avoid re-
trieving new scenes on the basis of misleading imagery asso-
ciatipne and to be faithful to the temporal sequence of the
original story even when it did not conform to familiar
ending schemers.

In conclusion, an examination of young children's narra-
tives not only reveals which aspects of story schemata are
being learned during a particular period, but also suggests
how the development of discourse skills is influenced by
certain cognitive developments. Providing story introductions
and ellisode settings, stating problems which will later be
presupposed and resolving those which hav'e been presented are
acquisitions which depend on the child's attainment of a cog-
nitive level which permits him to be concerned with the listen-
er's ability to understand the story while he is performing the
difficult task of narration. Acquisition of the temporal
schema for episode-transitions preserving the sequence of the
original will depend on developments in memory, such as a
decrease in dependency_ on visual or imagery-based connections
in recall in-favor of thematic links between episodes. Adults
probably construct such thematic links during processing of
the input, which help© them retrieve problems and resolutions
and increases the number of new scenes which can be recalled
without image-evoking prompts. Thus developments in narrative
structure up to 7.4 years of age can be seen as an outgrowth
of changing modes of processing and recall, cognitive de-cen-
tering, and a growing knowledge of the cultural schemata for
narratives.
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